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along the upper surface ofthe airfoil because the unfavorable pressure gradient
increases the depth of the boundary layer. This adversely affects the lifting
qualities of the airfoil shown as point B at 12◦ in Figure 5.2. At the stalling angle,
point C at 16◦ in Figure 5.2, the SP has moved to its most forward position and
the boundary layer is so deep that the airflow is only able to follow the airfoil
upper surface for a very short distance, this is accompanied by a large increase
of pressure under the lower surface of the airfoil, which consequently produces
a sudden loss of lift.
The results of tests made using the same Reynolds number and a symmetrical
cross‐section airfoilof moderate thickness when plotted against the angle of
attack appear as the lift curve shown in Figure
5.2. The subdiagrams illustrate the turbulence for 8◦ (A), 12◦ (B) and 16◦ (C).
The angle of attack at which the maximum Cl is attained for any configuration is
the critical angle of attack.
5.6 The Effect of the Wing Shape
The wing shape may vary in four different ways and the effect that each of them
has on the coefficient of lift is plotted against the appropriate angle of attack and
is considered under the following headings:
a. Leading‐edge radius;
b. Camber;
c. Aspect Ratio;
d. Wing Planform;
e. Sweepback.
5.6.1 The Effect of Leading‐Edge Radius
The lift generated by wings of different leading‐edge radii is the same up to an
angle of attack of 15◦.
Beyond that, the radius of the airfoil’s leading edge and the condition of
the surface largely determine the stalling characteristics of an airfoil. The zero‐
lift condition for all radii symmetrical wings is at 0◦ angle of attack.
An airfoil leading edge having a large radius such as the wing of a commercial
transport aeroplane will result in the graph curve having a large rounded peak,
indicating a slow transition to the stalled condition at approximately 18◦ with a
Clmax of +1.75. However, an airfoil having a small‐radius leading edge such as a
fighter aeroplane will produce an abrupt stall and is shown as a sudden peak to
the graph line at a stalling angle of approximately 16◦ and a Clmax of +1.73.
This effect is illustrated in Figure 5.3 on which A represents an airfoil
with a large radius leading edge and B a small leading‐edge radius. These results
may be considerably modified if the surface of the airfoil is rough, dirty or ice
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5.6.2
2 The Effecct of Cambe
er
A serries of trialss using airffoils havingg the same thickness
t
diistribution about
a
the
mean
n camber liine but with
h increasingg camber sh
howed that when the coefficient
of lifft is plotted against the angle of atttack the graaph line movves up and to
t the left
with
h increasingg camber. Th
he zero‐lift angle of atttack for a hiighly cambeered wing
is ap
pproximatelly –9◦, for a normally cambered wing it is u
usually betw
ween –3◦
and –4◦and for a non‐camb
bered symm
metrical wingg it is 0◦

ng developss more lift than
t
a sym
mmetrical airrfoil, thereffore its Cl
A cambered win
curvve will bepaarallel to the symmetriical airfoil curve
c
but positioned
p
h
higher
up
the vvertical axiss. The maxim
mum lift is d
developed at
a the stallin
ng angle, wh
hich is:
a. Cl +0.88
8 at 14.5◦ forr a highly caambered wiing;
b. Cl +0.77
7 at 17◦ for a normally cambered
c
w
wing;
c. Cl +0.65
5 at 19◦ for a noncambeered symmeetrical wing.. See Figure 5.4.
5.6.3
3 The Effecct of Aspectt Ratio
The trailing‐ed
dge vorticess of an aiirfoil causee a downw
ward compo
onent or
dow
wnwash to be
b induced in
i the airflo
ow over a wing.
w
This reduces
r
the effective
angle of attack. The wing‐ttip vorticess on a low aspect
a
ratio
o wing are large
l
and
stron
ng. They, th
herefore, caause a largge downwassh, resultin
ng in a considerably
decrreased effecttive angle of
o attack and
d a large red
duction of lift.
Converseely, a high
h aspect raatio wing has
h
smalleer wing‐tip vortices
resu
ulting in a reelatively sm
malldownwaash and a sm
maller reducction in thee effective
angle of attack that enablees it to prod
duce a greaater amountt of lift than
n the low

aspeect ratio win
ng. When th
he lift for vaarious aspecct ratio win
ngs is plotteed against
the aangle of attaack it appeaars as in Figu
ure 5.5, all example
e
airrfoils have a zero lift
angle of attack of
o –4◦.
The maximum lift is develo
oped at the stalling
s
angle as shown
n in Figure 5.5
5 is:
a. Cl +1.43
3 at 13.0◦ forr a high asp
pect ratio wiing;
b. Cl +1.18
8 at 16.8◦ for a medium
m aspect ratio wing;
c. Cl +0.90
0 at 23.6◦ forr a low aspeect ratio win
ng.

5.6.4
4 The Wing
g Planform
Therre are man
ny different wing shaapes but th
hose comm
monly used
d are the
rectaangular, thee tapered an
nd the ellipttical. Of thesse shapes th
he one that produces
the ggreatest amount of lift at
a the wing root is the rectangular
r
r.

5.6.4
4.1 The Effe
ect of Swee
epback
The amount of lift generatted by a wiing is directtly proportional to thee speedof
ng edge of th
he wing. Because the
the aairflow passsing at rightt angles oveer the leadin
direcction of thee airflow ov
ver a sweptt wing is no
ot at right angles
a
to the leading
edgee the effectiive camberr is reduced
d and the fineness
f
rattio is increaased. The
comp
ponent of the
t airflow normal to the leadingg edge of th
he wing for a swept‐
wingg aeroplanee is equal to
o the speed of the airfllow multipllied by the cosine of
the ssweep anglee. Thereforee, the lift pro
oduced by such
s
a wingg is less than
n that of a
straiight wing haaving the saame area, asspect ratio, taper and w
washout at the same
angle of attack.
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